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#09111 [1814], #AM01053M [1862, 1877, 1904]. #better_5X8_els [1856], #BIS [3184].  
#BIS-hardness [3184], #CSP [2696, 2908, 3508], #condirectM [1893].  
#HA03022M [1860, 1875], #HA05062N [1876], #HA05062O [1849, 1861].  
#P [1195, 3598, 1261, 1264].  
#praise_5X8_els.pdf [1832].  
#sciencejobs_N [1802].  

#P [1373], (1 + 1/dim ε) [1590], (1 ± ε) [3581], (2 − 7/(3p + 1)) [2414], (2^m) [1306].  
(s, t) [1475], 0(n) [1160], 1 [270], 1 − L [1371, 924], 12n^2 [450], 2 [3525, 3184, 3798, 2191, 1048, 3402, 1500, 3364, 2034, 2993, 834, 2473, 3101].  
{2, 3} [2843], 2 − ε [2353], 2^-0.802n [3693], 2^-2^m [445], 2^O(n^1/2) [1977].  
3 [1920, 3773, 2242, 2827, 2374, 1961, 2825, 3240, 1071, 1133], 4 + ε [3670], 43 [3620].  
4 · Log N [655].  
5/4 [1612], 8 [2998].  
9 [1433], * [858].  
0 [1625, 3418, 1085], 1 [1523].  
* [3194].  
NP [2235], N^P(O(log n)) [995].  
2 ≤ [2235].  

PH [1501], 2 [3418].  
H [1565].  
[6] [3693].  
A [426, 289].  
F [2194].  
A[P(x), 2x, x + 1] [500].  
Ax = ABx [377].  
b [3253].  
β [3444].  
γ [3418].  
d [2527, 1362, 3256, 3563].  
δ [3553].  
f_p [2154].  
c [1551, 2617, 1864, 1693].  
g [3312].  
H [3727, 3701, 1019].  
K [1320, 2756, 191, 3494, 1300, 1546, 3286, 2357, 2993, 834, 2473, 3101].
3085, 3590, 1788, 2535, 1940, 199, 2491, 3803, 3256, 1188, 3603, 3754, 961, 3252, 3394, 1681, 1398, 2805, 3506, 3670, 2690, 1339, 585. \[ L [541, 433, 314]. \] \[ L = \{ a^i \mid i \geq 0 \} \] [772]. \[ L_{\infty} \] [3538, 1736, 2474]. \[ L_n \] [3344]. \[ \lambda \] [2997]. \[ \log n + O(1) \] [1735]. \[ \log n \] [473]. \[ M \] [708, 1294]. \[ N^n \] [174]. \[ Z_m \] [2157, 704]. \[ Z_m \] [1196]. \[ Z_m \] [1486]. \[ F \] [3629]. \[ \mu \] [3127]. \[ N \] [1293, 655, 1433, 2780, 3717, 2135, 1792, 229, 895]. \[ n^2 \] [2135]. \[ N_m \] [1597], \[ n \log n \] [751]. \[ O(EV \log^2 V) \] [566]. \[ O(\log^2 n) \] [847]. \[ O(\log^{3/2} n) \] [1422], \[ O(\log \log V) \] [960]. \[ O(\log n) \] [2370], \[ O(M(n^2)) \] [1488]. \[ O(n) \] [1359, 3350]. \[ O(n^{1.5} \sqrt{\log n}) \] [938]. \[ O(n \log \log n) \] [1268]. \[ O(n \log \log \log n) \] [1311]. \[ O(n \log n) \] [1864, 1359, 1430]. \[ O(|V| \log |V|) \] [1475]. \[ O_n \] [3717]. \[ \omega \] [2678, 3196, 242, 416, 417, 443, 909, 722]. \[ \omega^2 \] [298]. \[ \omega^n \] [460]. \[ p \] [3367, 3758, 1141, 1294, 1359]. \[ PF \cdot \#P \] [1373]. \[ Q \] [3470, 2918]. \[ q = 7 \] [38]. \[ r \] [3243]. \[ s \] [1427, 585]. \[ S^{1/2} \] [1565]. \[ \Sigma^n \] [1552], \[ \Sigma_2 \] [895]. \[ st \] [3350] \( \subseteq \) [1565]. \[ t \] [1427, 3205]. \[ T^w \] [469]. \[ \Theta(n \log^2 n) \] [1420]. \[ V \log V \] [213]. \[ W^2 \] [1940]. \[ X + Y \] [641]. \[ Z^2 \] [3101].

* [159].

- acyclic [3444]. - anonymous [3085].
- Biased [1551]. - bit [2998]. - bound [2135].
- cheatable [1141]. - chromatic [3253].
- closeness [1141]. - cluster [3563].
- Computations [443]. - connected [834, 3670]. - connectivity [1133].
- construction [708]. - context-free [416].
- cores [3754]. - D [3525]. - Depth [1320].
- Dimensional [1339, 2780, 1362]. - distinct [3394]. - Edge [3758].
- Edge/vertex-connected [3758].
- extendible [2997]. - extra [3312].
- languages [416, 417, 722]. - Leaf [2491].
- Median [1788]. - min-wise [3256].
- Minor-Free [3629]. - MST [1546].
- Nilpotent [1048]. - norm [2474, 3344].
- spin [3184]. - subcolorable [3364].
- systems [298]. - tapes [242, 460]. - Term [1300, 3506, 2690]. - Testability [1500].
- transducers [426, 289]. - trees [858].
- tuple [2993]. - type [417]. - Uniform [3205].

/ = [1461].

0 [535].

1 [535]. - 1-center [3190]. - 1-convexes [174].
- 1-median [3248, 3190].
- 1.375-approximation [3564].
- 1.5-approximation [2080].
- 1.75-approximation [2305]. - 1/2 [2236].

2 [3171, 2671, 2522]. - 2-CSP [3171, 2671].
- 2021 [3622, 3658, 3578, 3613, 3594, 3599].
Aggregation [3580, 3663, 3504, 3055, 2674, 3678].


Alignment [2779].

All-Pairs-Shortest-Path [1303]. allocation [956, 3801, 2767, 3156, 3015, 618, 2628, 2406]. allowing [863]. Almost [1920, 3796, 2637, 2610, 1713, 1093, 2473, 3493, 990, 3702].

Almost-natural [2610].

Analog [1378].

Analysis [3119, 868, 1598, 1558, 442, 275, 1704, 1835, 1650, 1669, 2936, 1306, 485, 2916, 2657, 2343, 1040, 3104, 2894, 3843, 3032, 2299, 3401, 3033, 2467, 1960, 76, 2023, 2174, 2209, 3060, 3061, 2062, 3067, 2207, 3236, 902, 2586, 874, 2319, 444, 2330, 9, 3821, 1811, 569, 801, 3545, 2265, 106, 2316, 2871, 373, 2900, 2397, 2250, 1140, 835, 826, 2314, 3328, 2427, 2819, 2893, 2605, 2345, 3582, 3653].

Analytic [2401, 3648].

analytical [2828, 2207, 2622, 3025].

Analytic [3175, 3321, 3179].

analyse [2462].

anaphora [2920].

ancestry [1178].
characterisation [3470].
Characterisations [2721, 1077].
Characterising [3353]. Characteristic
[402, 403]. Characteristics [1767, 794].
Characterization
[1433, 1376, 3813, 110, 52, 2352, 2208, 3416, 
3662, 1203, 2751, 138, 394, 204, 530, 2980, 
668, 98, 366, 349, 229, 972, 709, 2243, 418].
Characterizations [1296, 416, 125, 1719, 
220, 3790, 3154, 1885, 983, 3795, 1195].
characterize [1072]. characterized [211].
characterizes [2291]. Characterizing
[1533, 1201, 3707, 1548, 1456, 21]. charges
[868]. charts [131]. chase [3241]. Chasing
[1679]. chatting [2835]. cheatable [1141].
Chebyshev [3]. Check [2149, 2505].
checkable [1900]. Checkers [1639].
Checking [677, 1313, 64, 1668, 3308, 2903, 
550, 2174, 2876, 3339, 3001, 2905, 2177, 484, 
2744, 3359, 2682, 2074, 2679, 149, 3596].
checkpointing [2516]. chess [701]. child
[3572]. Chinese [3252]. Chip
[2824, 2828, 2966, 2320, 2827]. choice
[1867, 839, 2528]. Chordality [855].
Chromatic [1478, 1522, 1228, 2373, 3253].
chunking [2495]. churn [3679]. Cipher
[1656]. Circuit [1518, 1717, 2435, 2433, 2113, 
2058, 1097, 462, 597, 2314, 808]. Circuits
[1625, 1684, 1260, 1262, 1294, 1563, 1471, 
1548, 1244, 1418, 495, 831, 790, 2956, 3191, 
2355, 3285, 1134, 1825, 2926, 2636, 3737, 43, 
127, 2047, 373, 3491, 539, 3283, 3254].
circulant [56]. Circular [3590, 1506, 2723].
circumscription [1180]. circumventing
[2386]. clarifications [287]. Class
[1460, 662, 2398, 1048, 3139, 2063, 2051, 803, 
864, 474, 2627, 368, 747, 903, 314, 492, 756, 
585, 57]. Classes
[1793, 1255, 494, 1555, 1628, 240, 1357, 1256, 
1553, 1791, 3645, 3363, 110, 2327, 919, 1042, 
3440, 273, 799, 3715, 479, 3524, 2024, 2507, 
2020, 1173, 3259, 3267, 2907, 504, 1036, 285, 
838, 874, 125, 1078, 3789, 3805, 2782, 2950, 
3266, 2757, 1098, 132, 572, 2445, 192, 293, 
347, 1075, 263, 984, 392, 391, 1185, 286, 3294].
Classical [3779, 2037, 1682, 2977].
Classification [120, 1340, 3626, 2897, 2123, 
2794, 2808, 1108, 2130, 2836]. classified
[3554]. classifier [3086]. Classifiers
[1800, 2281, 3219, 3344]. Classifying
[3482, 667, 2607]. clause [2049].
clause-variable [2049]. claw [3560].
claw-free [3560]. Clearing [3456]. Clifford
[1912]. Climbing [1535]. Clique
[1384, 3524, 1290, 3477, 3736, 3558, 1931].
Clique-width [3524, 3477]. cliques [3656].
clock [832, 3198]. Clocked [3657]. clocking
[2956]. Clone [2940]. clones
[2411, 2308, 3249]. close [38]. close-packed
[38]. Closed
[677, 1242, 1180, 609, 284, 3039, 2596, 895].
closeness [1141]. closest [2660, 396, 2722].
Closure
[3645, 1638, 1474, 3246, 1257, 1789, 1373, 480, 
1120, 3160, 3641, 1164, 3437, 1139, 3400].
Closures [37]. Cloud
[2890, 3185, 2739, 3112, 3144, 2741, 2743, 
3348, 3710, 3349, 2745, 2883, 3323, 3156, 
3118, 3604, 3150, 2742, 2880, 2933, 3009, 
2881, 3347, 2746, 2834, 2967, 3007, 3020, 
2747, 2740, 3010, 2966]. cloud-assisted
[3323]. Cloud-based [3185].
Cloud-integrated [3144]. clouds
[2744, 3321, 3152, 3151, 2882]. Cluster
Clustered [1792]. Clustering [2379, 1982, 
2124, 2209, 3063, 2896, 2576, 3835, 2097, 
3742, 3762, 3665, 3784, 2634, 3505, 2968].
clusters [2322, 3000, 3265]. clutter [2818].
clutter-aware [2818]. CNFs [2357]. Co
[1361, 2338, 2411, 2320]. co-browsing
[2338]. co-clones [2411]. co-design [2320].
Co-Finite [1361]. coal [2719]. coalgebra
[3076]. coalgebras [3078]. coarse [1941].
coarse-grained [1941]. Code [1656, 356].
Codes
[1428, 38, 2001, 3331, 1078, 2034, 2189].
Codeterministic [521]. codifications [413].
coimplications [2921]. coin [1981].
coincidence [999]. coins [1881].
Collaboration [3145, 2521]. Collaborative [2634, 2425, 3085, 2517, 3118, 2329, 3455,
collapses [996]. Collapsing [1142, 945]. colleague [3641]. Collection [1351, 3815].
collective [2407]. Collision [3281, 3457]. Collision-free [3281].
Collaboration [3145, 2521]. Collaborative [2634, 2425, 3085, 2517, 3118, 2329, 3455,
collective [2407]. Collision [3281, 3457]. Collision-free [3281].
Colloquium [3610]. colony [2883, 2768, 3066]. color [3393].
color-coding [3393]. colorable [1920].
colored [2616]. Coloring [3674, 3657, 2587, 3435, 3536, 2887, 3642, 3484]. colorings [2394].
colors [3641]. colour [2735].
colourable [2279]. Colouring [3342, 3503].
Column [2955]. columns [641].
combinations [2281]. Combinatorial [1742, 56, 2749, 172, 1685, 3269, 1183, 3169,
2352, 2652, 3433, 2791, 276, 311, 421, 1157, 3337, 1076, 3678]. Combinatorics [1706].
combinators [3499]. combinatory [3690].
Combined [3165, 1800].
Combined-semantics [3165]. Combining [1544, 1705, 1806, 2871]. Comment [248, 3187].
Commerce [1651, 1837].
commit [2215]. common [556, 200, 3258, 1805, 3591, 1945].
Communicating [3593, 564].
Communication [1733, 1293, 1710, 2726, 1489, 2497, 1294, 3040, 1724, 1157, 1512, 739,
891, 1679, 2314, 1536, 2850, 2000, 2157, 2296, 2024, 2169, 1820, 527, 1036, 1210, 2870, 1098,
1119, 3206, 850, 1161].
Communication-efficient [2726]. Communication-optimal [3040].
communications [3720, 2311, 2407, 2831, 3209]. communities [2811]. community [2790, 2899, 3118].
commutatif [174]. commutatifs [506].
Communion [1794]. Commutative [1578, 1492, 753, 904, 174, 405, 1046, 1161, 2684]. Commutatively [677].
Commutativity [1025].
Comparative [1593].
Comparing [273, 2532, 2406, 1810].
Comparison [1406, 1642, 1306, 2401, 2900, 2459].
comparisons [3172]. compatibility [893].
compatible [2545, 2787]. competency [2122]. competing [3604]. Competitive [1684, 2425, 1298, 1246, 1188, 1753].
compiler [304]. compilers [68, 231].
complement [895]. complementary [2994, 2703]. complementation [2924].
completed [971]. Completely [2797, 25].
Completeness [1655, 1341, 1400, 348, 1353, 951, 1868, 2185, 260, 604, 1443, 872, 669, 664, 3586, 2593, 1056, 660, 3222, 339, 90, 326].
confluent [2168]. congested [3558].
congestion [3609, 2824, 3143].
congestion-aware [2824]. Congress [85].
Congruence [1608, 265, 903]. congruences [710].
congruent [815, 797]. congruity [751].
Conjecture [1382, 1561, 1436, 2558, 2068, 1114, 3561, 3618, 2636, 659, 3675].
conjugacy [3128]. conjugate [325, 2921].
Conjunctive [1571, 2591, 2654, 1653, 3226, 3309, 3626, 3165, 2911, 2856, 2597, 3485, 3302].
Conjunctive-Query [1653]. Connected [2541, 1422, 3519, 2415, 3495, 3758, 2616, 2904, 3562, 3399, 459, 3064, 910, 834, 3670, 1902, 3582].
Connections [210].
Connectors [2027, 2220, 2240, 2267, 2277, 2287, 2300, 2310, 2323, 2334, 2347, 2360, 2375, 2395, 2420, 2428, 2437, 2443, 2449, 2455, 2460, 2465, 2470, 2476, 2486, 2492, 2502, 2512, 2523, 2538, 2555, 2570, 2588, 2598, 2619, 2629, 2647, 2648, 2675, 2697, 2698, 2717, 2736, 2737, 2763, 2764, 2783, 2784, 2799, 2812, 2820, 2829, 2847, 2861, 2877, 2878, 2891, 2913, 2927, 2942, 2957, 2969, 2982, 3002, 3036, 3057, 3089, 3110, 3133, 3140, 3148, 3163, 3173, 3180, 3200, 3212, 3217, 3228, 3243, 3263, 3274, 3291, 3299, 3317].
Content [2342, 3236].
Content-less [313].
Contents [2027, 2220, 2240, 2267, 2277, 2287, 2300, 2310, 2323, 2334, 2347, 2360, 2375, 2395, 2420, 2428, 2437, 2443, 2449, 2455, 2460, 2465, 2470, 2476, 2486, 2492, 2502, 2512, 2523, 2538, 2555, 2570, 2588, 2598, 2619, 2629, 2647, 2648, 2675, 2697, 2698, 2717, 2736, 2737, 2763, 2764, 2783, 2784, 2799, 2812, 2820, 2829, 2847, 2861, 2877, 2878, 2891, 2913, 2927, 2942, 2957, 2969, 2982, 3002, 3036, 3057, 3089, 3110, 3133, 3140, 3148, 3163, 3173, 3180, 3200, 3212, 3217, 3228, 3243, 3263, 3274, 3291, 3299, 3317].
Context [3310].
Consistency [1694, 1581, 3001, 1758, 1692, 757, 3360, 1002].
consistent [3310]. Consistently [1349].
consolidation [3152]. conspiracy [622].
Constant [1431, 1546, 1788, 1897, 2558, 3494, 3493, 3352, 1913, 3416, 1094, 3712, 2385, 1825, 2926, 3606, 2439, 2031].
constant-depth [1825, 2926].
Constant-Factor [1546, 1788, 3416, 3712].
constant-round [2439]. constants [501, 53].
Constrained [1277, 1949, 325, 2181, 2414, 2084, 2700, 113, 1811, 3815, 2770].
Constraint [1584, 1769, 2550, 3588, 1580, 3197, 1276, 1653, 2488, 1841, 3360, 2792, 3159, 2381, 3094, 3380, 2175, 2659, 3365, 2279, 3602].
Constraint-Generating [1584].
Constraints [1568, 1649, 1648, 1313, 1286, 1357, 1607, 2657, 2343, 3552, 3474, 3194, 2463, 2520, 2260, 2359, 3410, 1844, 3001, 3784, 1231, 2666, 2846, 2401, 3753, 2474, 746, 2661, 548, 3333, 3100].
constructibility [224]. Constructing [1311, 3285, 2223]. Construction [1325, 3475, 1506, 1449, 1472, 1564, 2227, 1390, 352, 708, 988, 3573, 2901, 941, 419].
Constructions [1550, 635, 2114, 599, 3237, 2158, 1163].
constructors [1007, 663]. Constructs [1667, 885]. Consumer [2342, 3236].
Consumer-centric [2342]. consumption [3082, 3308, 3728]. Contain [1471].
Containment [1580, 1653, 3366, 2591, 3625, 350, 733, 1836, 309]. Content [2495, 2735, 2579, 1840, 2043, 2734, 2730].
Content-based [2735].
Content-dependent [2495]. Contention [1393, 1558, 3757]. contentless [313].
Context-aware [2601, 2733, 3048]. Context-Free
definitions [1321, 2388, 754, 2714]. degenerative [3511]. Degree [1433, 1520, 397, 1920, 2155, 3804, 3184, 1171, 3209, 3588, 3751, 865, 2846, 2661, 1202, 3619, 2909].
Deletion [3629, 3789, 3805, 3363, 3423, 3495, 3707, 3396, 543, 3279, 3563, 847].
Descriptive [3598, 3628, 1696, 983, 1264, 2840]. Design [890, 1367, 1304, 1471, 852, 1125, 2632, 2424, 882, 1850, 3157, 2604, 2320, 3846, 2998, 2387, 2180, 3337, 1991]. designated [3235].
diamond [3342]. diamond-free [3342]. dichotomous [192]. Dichotomy [1312, 2238, 2548, 3204, 3629, 3751, 3602, 3701, 2859]. dictionaries [3247].
Euler [770]. Eulerian [3153]. EV [3147].
EV-Linker [3147]. evaluated [3527].
Evaluating [3199, 3146]. Evaluation
[1529, 437, 1466, 2869, 1717, 970, 2280, 3234,
2206, 2262, 2604, 2621, 2762, 1083, 193,
205, 2397, 2211, 2475, 2643, 2399, 2719, 2931].
evaluations [2467]. evasion [112]. even
[2904, 3415]. even/odd [3415]. Event
[2602, 2833, 3561, 2978, 1101].
Event-Condition-Action [2602]. events
[120, 96, 97, 117, 3231, 356, 667]. eventually
[3040]. Every [2659, 146, 66, 203].
Everything [1500, 2671]. everywhere
[1093]. evolution [320, 2854, 3419].
evolutionary [2902, 2895, 3428].
evolvability [2751]. evolving [3448]. Exact
[2252, 1742, 1618, 1346, 1179, 1340, 2092,
2093, 3420, 3409, 3311, 3611, 3768, 3227].
exactly [962]. example [852]. Examples
[1333, 883]. Exception [3563]. exchange
[2852, 2198, 3296, 3011, 2694, 692, 2596,
2265, 2581, 3059, 3428]. excluding [2020].
exclusion [655]. Excursion [1434].
execution [2517]. Executions [1657, 1487].
Existential [836, 3043, 3699]. Expand [2149].
Expanders [926]. expansion [3497].
expressions [3197]. Expected
[1292, 1745, 1282, 2030, 3732, 2439].
experimental [2467, 3061, 2345].
experiments [2900]. Expert [1495].
explaining [3068]. Explicit [1542, 599].
Exploiting [2276, 3170, 3156]. Exploration
[3663, 3281, 3635, 3776, 2385]. explorer
[3650]. Exploring [2093, 2622]. explosion
[2174]. Exponent [1424, 3167].
Exponential
[1609, 749, 1563, 1730, 2034, 1456, 1438,
1111, 1756, 3423, 996, 745, 1824, 3027].
Exponentially [601, 3038, 2021].
Exponentiation [1491, 2688].
exponentiations [3346, 3653]. expressed
[825]. expressibility [2068, 656].
Expressing [1076]. expression
[3697, 523, 3544]. Expressions
[1764, 1599, 1693, 1624, 1466, 460, 3305, 346,
3499, 3487, 1864, 2292, 3340, 2775, 72, 623,
3102, 154, 1083, 3483]. Expressive
[872, 3439, 3220, 1528, 1667, 1280, 1443,
1439, 1278, 3440, 1138, 2651, 1065, 2048].
Expressively [1760]. Expressiveness
[664, 2856, 660, 1531, 776, 3154, 3437].
Extended [773, 870, 2624, 2856, 3272, 2060].
extendible [2997]. Extending [589].
Extension
[1352, 1351, 2083, 199, 3341, 206, 3686, 393].
Extensions [43, 127, 710, 1061, 3790, 2842,
3774, 3076, 510]. extent [269]. exterior
[3735]. exterior-algebraic [3735]. External
[1543]. externals [2651]. extra
[3519, 3389, 3312]. Extracommunications
[2843]. Extracting [2057, 1550, 1787, 2060].
 extraction [1198, 2734]. Extractors
[1787, 2189, 2569, 2568]. extracts [2294].
Extrema [1289, 1043]. extrema-finding
[1043]. Extremal [2350]. extremals [59].
eyes [2761].
F [554]. Facebook [2898]. faces [2148].
facets [738, 933]. Facilitating [3066].
facility [2541]. Factor [1546, 1590, 1788,
3416, 3712, 3606, 910, 2331, 2416].
Factoring [791, 812, 3162]. Factorization
[88, 2299, 3130, 3128, 2106]. factors
[3167, 2479, 144]. fading [2809]. failure
[872, 1965, 2137, 3040, 2447]. failures [3511].
Fair [2581, 3059, 3835, 2604]. Fairness
[1705, 1702, 1156, 1103]. faithful [922].
fallback [3060, 3061]. false
[3234, 1197, 3233]. families [75, 230, 97, 423,
151, 647, 682, 303, 306, 37, 92, 3168]. family
[908, 3256, 264, 502]. Fan [1418, 790].
Fan-In [1418, 790]. far [675]. farms [2806].
Fast [495, 1249, 2299, 1300, 254, 3825, 2132,
279, 2385, 251, 3258, 936, 1245, 2483, 1504,
3210, 977, 3575, 3592, 1806, 568, 744, 2483].
Faster [3311, 2701, 1446, 3532, 2445, 3748,
[2826, 2825]. **GALS-based** [2826, 2825].

**Game** [3293, 1495, 3470, 929, 1885, 3356, 3604, 999, 3428].

**Games** [1747, 1345, 3675, 813, 1596, 2677, 2646, 3517, 3632, 919, 44, 3634, 3609, 2678, 2841, 3314, 840, 2419, 3351, 2978, 2680, 3565, 2989, 2025, 3515, 767, 441, 3260, 2679, 3391, 928, 1980].

**Gamma** [3455]. **Gap** [1518, 1173, 1111, 2386, 2179].

**Gap-definable** [1173, 2179]. **Gaps** [1677, 159]. **Garden** [287].

**Garden-of-Eden** [287]. **gate** [3413, 2622, 3254]. **gate-limited** [2622].

**Gates** [1471, 1624, 3491]. **gathering** [3387].

**Gaussian** [1391, 3455]. **Gaussian-Gamma** [3455].

**Gelder** [1532]. **gene** [2002, 1808].

**gene-order** [1808].

**General** [2366, 2114, 96, 1415, 1333, 300, 1454, 1066, 2403, 3349, 2293, 662, 482, 870, 1085, 2147, 3250, 2398, 3195, 838, 2051, 2308, 181, 493, 59, 1854, 2130, 3343, 762].

**generalisations** [2840].

**generalised** [2581].

**Generalization** [2840, 2290].

**generating** [3261, 3288].

**Generating** [1584, 2415, 848, 1070].

**Generation** [3276, 87, 1187, 3185, 417, 83, 2175, 966, 90, 2746].

**generative** [3090].

**generators** [77].

**Generators** [1676, 985, 1116, 196, 3031, 1919].

**Generic** [1329, 2673, 3222, 1856, 3385, 3573, 3763, 3359, 883].

**Genetic** [2869, 2828, 2901].

**genome** [1804, 1807, 1812].

**genomic** [2082].

**Genomorphisms** [1010].

**genotyping** [2085].

**Gentzen** [1851].

**Genus** [2291, 2705].

**Geodesic** [3099, 3401, 991].

**Geographic** [3328].

**Geographical** [3240].

**geographically** [2744].

**geographically-dispersed** [2744].

**geolocated** [3012].

**Geometric** [1441, 1670, 1570, 1243, 1172, 3029, 2583, 243, 2537, 992, 1002].

**geometrical** [3425, 1928].

**Geometry** [3130, 1675, 833, 1221, 44, 3398, 1005].

**geospatial** [3176].

**GF** [2944, 394, 1306].

**gift** [1217].

**girth** [3840].

**given** [3273, 903, 3619, 3840].

**Gladkij** [206].

**Global** [24, 1609, 1479, 2051, 2899, 2316, 607, 842].

**Gmeans** [2896].

**Goldschmidt** [2062].

**Good** [1520, 1187, 990, 43].

**gossip** [2811].

**gossiping** [2222].

**gotos** [877].

**GPU** [3018, 3017, 3369, 3814].

**GPUs** [2805].

**Gradient** [1748, 1598, 247].

**Gradient-Based** [1748, 1598].

**gradients** [377].

**grading** [2866].

**grained** [3687, 1941, 3236].

**grammaires** [237].

**Grammar** [3617, 1791, 312, 411, 341, 384, 2762, 560, 604].

**Grammar-compressed** [3617, 2762].

**Grammars** [1642, 1799, 198, 3226, 413, 3615, 222, 140, 2781, 1207, 1137, 3105, 237, 199, 867, 2670, 1992, 320, 173, 646, 773, 1015, 1070, 200, 3407, 3285, 428, 792, 67, 208, 3531, 3583, 584, 865, 1132, 291, 3690, 3544, 898, 1011, 2584, 2073, 412, 637, 51, 498, 150, 179, 3559, 137, 327, 367, 170, 21, 322, 190, 3485].

**Grammatical** [3390, 423, 647, 682].

**grand** [622].


**graph** [3840, 1052, 2540].

**Graph-based** [2103].

**graph-controlled** [367].
Hierarchical
[2897, 1754, 3643, 2097, 3214, 2794, 1084, 2682, 3455, 1988, 2166, 2407, 2516].
Hierarchies [781, 310, 988, 269, 2995, 206, 576, 520, 376, 3150].
Hierarchy [1535, 1501, 1296, 1675, 1678, 1546, 3685, 919, 216, 3574, 2976, 948, 633].
High
[1443, 3082, 1975, 3293, 1899, 1163].
Higher
[1443, 3293, 1899].
Higher-Order [1443, 3293, 1899].
High-Diameter [1514].
High-dimensional [1979].
High-level [2177].
High-performance [2622].
Higher-[2622].
HNN-extensions [3774].
HNN [3774].
Hitting
[2527, 3533, 3814, 3796, 3689, 3495].
HMMs [2306].
HNN [2306].
Hitting
[2527, 3533, 3814, 3796, 3689, 3495].
HMMs [2306].
Hoare [664, 1007].
hoc
[2209, 3021, 2875, 2870, 2537, 3143].
HOL4
[2917].
Holds [1436].
holes [989].
Holistic
[2250].
Holographic
[2918].
homomorphic [540].
homogenous [3068].
Homomorphic
[11, 3348, 3798, 2933].
Homorphism
[2507, 465, 550, 3289, 3536, 170].
Homomorphisms
[665, 2693, 881, 253, 3751, 356].
Homotopic
[3402].
Honest [994, 293].
honeycombs [3198].
hop [1111, 3571, 2209, 2941, 3025].
Hopfield
[1614, 1690].
horizon [3732].
horizontally [3323].
horn [883, 1660].
hosting [2882].
hosts [2930].
HPCC [2399].
Huang [3328].
lub [3367].
lubs [3747].
Huge [3242].
lull [1217].
human [1807].
HV [3434].
HV-planarity [3434].
Hybrid
[2733, 1516, 1060, 2734, 2711, 2804, 3655, 2976, 2728, 2104, 3095, 2885, 2967].
hybridization
[2544, 3207].
Hyper
[1534, 781].
Hyper-AFLs [781].
Hyper-Rectangles [1534].
hyperbolic
[3553].
hypercube
[2843, 1165, 3333, 3492, 1894, 3312].
hypercube-like
[2843, 3333, 3492, 3312].
hypercubes
[1121, 2401].
hyperedge
[3615].
Hypergrammars [303].
Hypergraph
[1171, 1137, 1070].
hypergraphs
[3469, 3444, 3689, 3801].
Hyperplane
[3314].
Hyper-simple
[1361].
hyperspheres
[3406].
hypertournaments
[2526].
Hypertree
[1768, 1885, 2264].
Hypotheses
[1655, 2092].
hypothesis
[1197, 383, 3781].
I.
[468].
I/O
[3382, 3224, 2803].
I/O-efficient
[3224].
IBE
[3187, 3023].
ICALP
[3610].
id-idealized
[600].
Identification
[1600, 1344, 34, 3395, 2411, 2308, 1201, 2615].
identifier
[2834].
identify
[2674].
Identifying
[3176, 1960, 3618].
identity
[2658, 1124, 2933, 2906].
identity-based
[2658].
IDS
[2934].
IEEE
[2971, 250].
if
[2057, 2508].
IF-like
[2508].
if-then
[2057].
IFIP
[85].
Ignorant
[1349].
II
[1144, 417, 134, 189, 434, 403, 3789, 127, 88, 1220, 594].
III
[3533].
illegal
[3115].
image
[868, 3399, 2735, 2808, 3227].
images
imaging
[3398].
IMB
[2399].
imbedding
[107, 545].
immersion
[2907].
Immunity
[1438, 2282, 1141].
im-impact
[3231, 3313, 1151].
imersonation
[2936].
implement
[2320].
Implementation
[716, 3573, 2401, 885].
implementations
[617, 280].
implemented
[3814].
Implementing
[3183, 2447].
Implicants
[1734].
Implication
[1231, 3195, 2721, 726, 2722, 3028].
Implications
[1605, 1572, 3535].
Implicit
[2645, 2003, 568, 1074, 2924, 847].
implies
[2582].
impossibility
[832, 2386].
Improved
[2382, 1634, 1644, 2418, 2468, 2669, 810, 1053, 1689, 3759, 3679, 1387, 2540, 3678, 3169, 3669, 2142, 2658, 3789, 2703, 582, 871].
number-theoretic [517]. numbering [3350]. Numberings [2498, 2613].
Numbers [1448, 1911, 2612, 923, 1976, 2979, 629, 2796, 621]. numeration [2612].
Numeric [1539]. numerical [1166, 88, 106, 607, 2779].

Obituary [2362, 2494, 725]. Object [1341, 1283, 1692, 3404, 1407, 2709, 2506, 1016, 2320, 1059, 2885, 2870, 2823, 3405].
Object-Oriented [1692, 2709, 2506, 2320, 2285, 2870].
objective [2883, 2902, 2895, 3066]. Objectives [1705, 3196]. objects [3183, 969, 3401, 1064, 3177, 1150, 1231, 1149, 992].
Oblivious [676, 1069, 1470, 2033, 2726, 596, 3166].
observable [3196]. observation [278, 3022]. observational [879]. Observations [523, 621]. observing [888]. obstacle [3729].
Once [1267, 1491, 2716, 896, 2023].
One-Way [1578, 1398, 1436, 1929, 534, 33, 1169, 64, 1993, 2707, 3109, 1865]. ones [385, 2496].
Online [2332, 3552, 3764, 2237, 3618, 1705, 1792, 3802, 3451, 2193, 3550, 3144, 2945, 3719, 2121, 3265]. only [896, 1016, 3203, 2694]. ontological [2341].
ontology [2656, 3139, 2854]. ontology-based [3139]. OODBs [1288]. Open [1225, 573, 3783, 2596, 2597].
optical [2146, 3316]. Optima [1428].
Optimal-depth [3257]. Optimality [672, 3409, 2025]. optimally [2085].
Optimisation [3080, 3082]. Optimization [191, 1519, 1440, 1528, 3112, 1286, 1504, 3276, 1075, 774, 3051, 561, 2332, 3385, 2181, 1883, 2644, 3433, 3380, 16, 15, 240, 2279, 930, 2858, 2815, 2832, 1153, 3251, 1076].
Optimized [1539, 3025, 2882]. optimizers [357]. Optimizing [3062, 2816, 2817]. optimum [82, 1213]. Or-Sets [1324].

Quadratic  QoS-aware  Pursuit  Pulling
Pushing  [3618].

quantificational  [572].  quantifier  [3790].  Quantifiers  [1435, 3306, 598, 2980, 928].
Quantifying  [3303].  Quantitative  [1980, 3032, 3816, 2902].  quantized  [1894].
Quantum  [2351, 1775, 1712, 2242, 1591, 1720, 1863, 3044, 3746, 1594, 1682, 1981, 2155, 2780, 2046, 2023, 3660, 2876, 3392, 2037, 2034, 2998, 2509, 3095, 2707, 3109, 2454, 3038, 3596].
Quasi  [848, 862, 3524, 2507, 3712, 249, 2834].
quasi-identifier  [2834].  quasi-polynomial  [3712].  Quasi-Random  [848].
quasi-realtime  [249].  Quasi-varieties  [862].  quasi-wide  [2507].  quasilinear  [212].
quasiminimal  [3335].  Queries  [1568, 1461, 1571, 1251, 1742, 1310, 1300, 1498, 1346, 1588, 1764, 1765, 2592, 1529, 1483, 1768, 1286, 1580, 1543, 1567, 1541, 1263, 1439, 1331, 1282, 1407, 1795, 1027, 1061, 2850, 2280, 2641, 3384, 2370, 3522, 3030, 1841, 905, 2326, 1968, 2952, 563, 657, 3165, 2141, 2911, 2432, 3214, 2056, 2355, 624, 2856, 2367, 987, 3490, 1065, 2665, 733, 3258, 3366, 1100, 966, 3210, 2860, 2720, 2865, 3120, 2048, 3136, 774, 3302].
queuing  [2627],  quorum  [2176].  quota  [3551].  quotient  [30].

R  [532, 2706].  R-automata  [2706].
RA  [3115].  radicals  [788].  Radio  [2169, 1067, 1111, 3571, 2451, 2875].
RAID  [2868].  rail  [3199, 3146].  rainbow  [3687].
RAM  [631].  RAMs  [1784, 600].  Ramsey  [2193, 1678].  Ramsey-type  [2193].
Random  [1910, 2030, 1551, 1381, 1434, 1400, 1366, 1389, 1355, 1379, 1499, 1564, 848, 1682, 1881, 3362, 2119, 958, 2617, 2122, 1197, 3029, 217, 3497, 2541, 2169, 2795, 2887, 2537, 218, 1919, 3746, 762].
random-access  [762].
random-walks  [3029].  Randomised  [1392].
randomization  [1111, 1994, 3387].
Randomized  [3026, 1590, 1253, 1513, 1731, 1524, 919, 1040, 2652, 1472, 2948, 2779, 1052].
randomly  [2623, 3821].  Randomness  [1963, 1738, 1318, 1550, 1787, 1263, 3091, 3124, 1155, 1204, 949, 926].
Range  [3384, 2987, 1286, 1326, 2624, 3214, 624, 2603].
Range-max  [3384].  rank  [524, 3765, 3707, 2636, 628].
rankable  [3645].  ranked  [2275].  Ranking  [1388, 2729, 641, 1029, 3445, 2482].
recently  [1176].  Rate  [1614, 1690, 2216, 2203].
rate-based  [2203].  rates  [2184, 2393, 2872].
rating  [3277].  ratio  [3451, 2286, 3410].
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Sensitive
Sensitivity [1960, 3679]. Sensor [2937, 2576, 2817, 3008, 2814, 2769, 2768, 2537, 2628, 3049, 2939, 2819].

Sequential [1600, 2145, 1066, 916, 60, 364, 49, 238, 484, 11, 2945, 3719, 146, 227, 564, 294, 100, 762]. Serial [3814, 3822, 1206]. Serializability [817, 1467]. Serializable [1481].


Set [2527, 2129, 1476, 1321, 1940, 288, 592, 52, 556, 3183, 2045, 1221, 2110, 2640, 3796, 2618, 870, 2418, 3311, 789, 2228, 66, 642, 3505, 2270, 2655, 999, 1105, 1131, 3406, 3814].


settings [357, 2651]. Several [2842, 198, 357, 176, 792]. severity [2194].


Sigmoidal [1415]. signal [3147, 2864]. signaling [1156]. Signature [1643, 3644, 864, 3235, 3099, 2933].


Simulation [1497, 3119, 1114, 2404, 3530, 515, 3055, 3018, 582, 3077]. Simulations [1682, 1821, 961, 1086]. simulator [3018, 2400]. simulators [231].

struggle [2869]. Study [1280, 2773, 417, 121, 3504, 3055, 2626].
studying [542]. Sturmian [2946]. style [792]. Sub [1756, 2795, 2967].
Subcomplete [666]. subcubic [3679]. subdigraphs [2279]. subdivision [988].
Subexponential [3563, 3536, 1947]. Subgraph [3566, 2283, 2904, 2925, 997, 540, 2895].
subgraphs [2032, 2415, 3456, 3495, 2701, 3562, 3415, 3064, 3670]. sublanguages [870].
Sublearning [1658]. Sublogarithmic [2178]. submatrix [2496]. submodels [845].
submodular [3702]. Subproblem [1971]. Subquadratic [3546].
Subrecursive [134, 189, 105, 293, 347]. Subtyping [1288].
Subword [1959, 2551]. successions [3471]. Successor [1435].
Succinct [877, 3745, 3825, 3097, 2562, 2691].
succinctly [2550]. Succinctness [2594, 2646]. Sufficient [1346, 343, 1965].
Suffix [1449, 2309, 3334, 2988]. suffix-free [3334]. suggestions [13]. Sum [1805, 1945].
super-preconditioning [437]. super-SAT [3675]. supercomputers [2399, 2885].
Superconcentrators [1176, 632, 599, 1319].
Superdeterministic [514]. Superlinear [1254]. Superpositions [1457].
Surfaces [1562]. Surjectivity [335, 186, 1230, 1174, 486]. Surpassing [1162]. Survey [1550, 2884, 2678, 2937, 2965, 2459, 2259].
symbolic [835, 667, 1002]. symbols [38]. Symmetric [2157, 3490, 1044, 462, 999, 3491, 1822, 1161].
Symmetries [2446]. Symmetry [1200, 3788, 2724]. Symposium [274, 3831, 345, 3647, 2029, 3576, 214, 250, 162].
Thirteenth [242, 2975, 1660, 352, 712, 708, 1143, 1144, 715, 911, 609, 663, 2655, 897].

Theory
[274, 2128, 2256, 3677, 162, 416, 417, 345, 2631, 3465, 2583, 3647, 2118, 2430, 1578, 2029, 3576, 214, 1678, 3636, 1378, 1326, 3004, 2559, 549, 2590, 2422, 7, 2917, 1092, 817, 68, 24, 870, 2381, 82, 2325, 3699, 351, 200, 145, 163, 499, 10, 111, 3386, 101, 121, 463, 866, 802, 864, 522, 5, 1100, 1157, 130, 211, 1899, 106, 477, 73, 769, 185, 690, 570, 59, 148, 1139, 49, 927, 449, 13, 1033, 2091, 2243, 2269, 21, 31, 1041, 250].

Thiagarajan [3561].

Thermal [3152].

Three [990].

Three-dimensional [915, 1217].

Three-objective [2895].

Three-Party [1536].

Three-phase [2574].

Three-prover [1380].

Three-string [2660].

Three-valued [1214].

Threshold [1310, 831, 1253, 1395, 1134, 2113, 1421, 1470, 1974, 3740, 3546, 2198, 3682, 1825, 2926, 2543, 1044, 2350, 921, 1136].

Thresholding [2537].

Thresholds [1042, 3734, 2004].

Throughput [1705, 1867].

Thue [225].

Tie [1408].

Tie-Breaking [1408].

Tight [1897, 2574, 2236, 2995, 284, 2069, 2795, 3331, 1990, 1976, 2216].

Tighten [2704, 2912].

Tilable [3215].

Tile [2704, 2912].

Tiling [840].


Time- [114].

Time-approximation [3370].

Time-bounded [140, 838, 164].

Time-complexity [1111].

Time-extraction [1198].

Time-free [3208].

Time-luck [593].

Time-partitioned [2816].

Time-restricted [83].

Time-shared [19].

Time-Space [1732, 1427, 1622, 1716, 1066, 539, 824, 762, 1116, 596, 871, 3828].

Time-space-optimal [689].

Time-stamped [2180, 1991].

Time-storage [278].

Time-symmetry [2724].

Time-varying [60, 2216].

Timed [3608].

Times [353, 272, 3587, 2398, 226].

Timestamps [1542].

Timetable [3199, 3146].

Tissue [3353, 3046].

Tits [1560].


Token [3786].

Tokens [3775].

Tolerance [1497, 1659, 2393, 2872, 3582].

Tolerant [2200, 3830, 3189, 2772, 2936, 317, 316, 3492, 2314, 3320, 2961].

Tolerate [2985].

Tolerating [1866, 1390].

Tomography [1723].

Tool [1402, 3241, 2229, 1110].

Tools [1280, 2822].

Top [1507, 1547, 3268, 882, 1211, 2457, 3326].

Top- [3326].

Top-Down [1507, 1547, 3268, 882, 1211, 2457].

TopCluster [2804].

Topics [2801, 2880].

Topological [3401, 3399, 1541, 1652, 2345, 2828, 1226, 537, 1109, 389, 2886].

Topologically [963].

Topologies [1666, 2827, 3337].

Topology [2383, 3398, 2156, 927, 1916].

Topology-independent [2383].

Tortoise


Valued [1347, 1485, 3108, 426, 2467, 3416, 2141, 3297, 1930, 1126, 2900, 184, 655, 2921, 2679, 2099, 1214]. Values [1618, 1882, 2435, 1023, 272, 634, 2442, 732].


Variants [1374, 1725, 3087, 2372, 3536]. Variations [780, 3456]. Varieties [378, 862, 1120].
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